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ABSTRACT 
This paper provides two results on Markov set chains. The first establishes a 
condition number for a Markov set chain. The second determines a bound on the size 
of the limiting set of a Markov set chain. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let n be a positive integer. For the results of the paper we let K denote 
a nonempty compact set of n x n stochastic matrices. A particular such 
compact set can be obtained by choosing two nonnegative n X n matrices, 
say P and Q, such that P < Q, and by defining 
[P,Q] = {A: A is an n X o stochastic matrix with P < A < Q) 
We will assume with this notation that [P, Q] # 0. 
Let S, be a compact set of 1 X n stochastic vectors. Define, for K, 
S, = S,A = {xA: x E S, and A E K}, 
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and for any k, 
S, = &_,A = {xA : x E Sk_l and A E K} 
Since K is compact, it follows that S, is compact. The sequence S,, S,, . . . is 
called a Markov set chain. 
Throughout the paper, I- 1 will denote a vector norm on R”. We use the 
same notation when referring to the related matrix norm. For any stochastic 
matrix A, define 




The function 7 is called a coefficient of ergodicity. Paz in [3] and Seneta in 
[6] show that for the Ii-norm, 
where ak is the k th row of A. In [7], Tan shows an explicit expression for 
Y(A) using the I,-norm, and in [4] Rothblum and Tan discuss properties of 
coefficients of ergodicity for arbitrary norms. 
Define 
S is a uniform coefficient of ergodicity. For the Ii-norm, by using the 
corresponding explicit expression for fi A), it is easily seen that fl A) < 1 
and thus 9~ 1. For other norms this inequality need not hold. See [4]. 
The work in this paper discusses sizes of compact sets and distances 
between compact sets for various sets of stochastic vectors as well as for 
various sets of stochastic matrices. We need the following two measurements. 
Let 
(1) X and X’ be compact sets of 1 X n stochastic vectors, and 
(2) K and K’ compact sets of n x n stochastic matrices. 
Define diameter as 
(1) d(X) = max, YExIx - yl and 
(2) d(K) = maxi sEKIA - BI. 
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Further, define 
(1) 6(X, X’> = max,, ,(miny,xV]X - y]) and A(X, X’> = 
max{NX, X9, 6(X’, XN; 
(2) S(K, K’) = maxAE k(minBEKC]A - BI) and A(K, K’) = 
max(G(K, K’), NK’, K)). 
Here A is the Hausdorff metric [l] on these compact sets. 
The author in [2] and Seneta in [5] show, using the Hausdorff metric, that 
ifs< 1 then limk jm S, exist. We denote that limiting set by S,. 
The results of this paper are on two important problems in Markov set 
chains. The first result establishes a condition number for a Markov set chain. 
The second result determines an upper bound on the size of the limiting 
set S,. 
RESULTS 
The key lemma of this paper follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let x and y be stochastic vectors, and A,, . . . , A,, B,, . , B, 
stochastic matrices with A,, . . . , A, E K. Then 
1 xA, 1.. A, - Y% ... B,I <?lx - yl + (p-’ + 1.. +l)E, 
where E = maxi]Ai - Bi(. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1 we have 
]xA, -yB,] =]rA, - YA, + YA, - YB,] 
<IxA, - yA,( + lyll A, - B,( 
<fix - yl +IA, - B,I 
<fix-yl+E. 
Now suppose that the bound holds for all k < m. Then, for k = m, 
1 xA, ... A, - YB, ..a B,I <qiA, ... A,_, - yB, ... B,_,I + E 
&++‘lx - yl + (p-’ + ..a +l)E] + E 
<pIx - yl + (p-l + ... +l)E. n 
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Based on this lemma, we now prove two theorems concerned with 
Markov set chains. The first theorem concerns diameter. 
THEOREM 1. d(S,) <P&SO) + <P-l + *** + O&K). 
Proof. Let xA, ... A, and yB, *** B, be in S,. Then, by the lemma, 
1x4 a.. A, - yB, .a. B,( <c‘?lx - yl + (xk?--’ + a.. +l)E 
<9+d(S,) + (3+’ + **. +l)d(K). 
The result follows. 
COROLLARY 1. lf s< 1 then 
n 
This corollary yields the upper bound on the diameter of limiting sets of 
Markov set chains. 
For the second theorem, we add the notation that Sb is a compact set of 
1 X n stochastic vectors and K’ a compact set of n X n stochastic matrices 
with .J? the uniform coefficient of ergodicity. These two sets determine a 
Markov set chain Sb, S;, . . . 
THEOREM 2. A(S,;S;) f +A@,,, S;) + (p-’ + a*. + l)A(K, K’). 
Proof. Let xA, *a* A, E S,. Let y E SL be such that 1 x - y ( < 
A( S,, Sb). Let B,, . . , B, be in K ’ such that 1 Ai - Bil < A( K, K ‘) for all i. 
Then, by Lemma 1, 
1 xA, ... Ak - yB, ..a B,I <+1x - yl + (p-’ + .a. +l)E 
&+A($,, S;) + (A+’ + ... +l)A(K, K’). 
Thus, 6(S,, S;) <pA(S,, S;) + (p-l + ... + l)A(K, K’). 
Similarly, 
6(S;, Sk) <+A($,, S,) + (3-l + *** +l)A(K’, K). 
The results follows. 
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COROLLARY 2. l's< 1 and Sr < 1, then 
This corollary indicates that l/(1 - fi gives the possible magnification of 
the error A( K, K’) when computing, say, SL. Thus, l/(1 - fl indicates the 
condition of the Markov set chain. 
This corollary also implies the continuity result that if K ’ tends to K then 
SL tends to S,. 
CALCULATIONS 
Computations on Markov set chains are usually accomplished by using 
intervals. Observing this, to demonstrate the results in the previous section, 
we will need some upper bounds for S; A([P, Q], [I”, 0’1, and d([P, Ql). 
We give these bounds for the I,-norm. The corresponding matrix norm 
IAh = maxIxlt=rlxA~ has the explicit expression lA[r = maxjlailr. 
For bounds on 7, for any stochastic matrix A, define 
P(A) =$( k  maxaki - minaki 
; ). 
This number, of course, is easily calculated. 
LEMMAS. Let A be a stochastic matrix. Then 9’(A) < /3(A). 
And as a consequence we have the following bound. 
THEOREM 3. Let p = f C;=r(maxk qki - mink phi). Then fiA) < p 
for all A E [P, Q]. 
We provide an additional bound which is useful. For it, we need a lemma. 
LEMMAS. Let A and B be stochastic matrices. Then 
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proof. Write gi = a, - bi for all i. Then 
Y(A) = imax lai - czjl, 
i,j 
= +?I#, + q) - (bj + 
< +max(b, - bjl, + 4 
i,j 
By symmetry, 
l&i - ej I1 imax 
i,j 
9(B) <9(A) +IA - BI,. 
Hence, 
Is(A) -flB)I <IA - BI,. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, B E [P, Ql. Then 9(A) <9’(B) + IQ - pI1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, 
Is(A) -qB)l, <IA - BI, 
and 
1 A - ~1, = max Claik - bikl G rn%+ Clqik -~ikl =lQ - ~11. n 
E k k 
Thus, we can choose any B E [I’, Q] and compute 9’(B) + IQ - PII. 
This will be an upper bound on fl A) for all A E [P, QI. 
We now provide a bound on A([P, Q], [P’, Q’I). 
THEOREM 5. NP, Ql, [P’, Q’I) G mai Ck m=Iqik - &, & - r)J. 
Finally, we obtain a bound on d([ P, Q]). 
THEOREM 6. &[P, QI> < IQ - PII. 
Proof. Let A, B E [I’, Q] Then 
IA-BI,=m? lai - bilI = ma Ia -Pill. 
i 
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Proof. Let A E [P, Q] and A’ E [P’, Q’]. Then 
1 A -A’/, = max la, - u:II 
1 
= my Claik - atkl 
k 
Q “y F max{q,k - Pik ) qik - pikj . 
We conclude this section by analyzing an example using the results of the 
paper. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
We first find bounds of E A([ P, Q], [P’, Q’]), and d([ P, Q]). For z using 
Theorem 3 we have 
p = k(O.51 - 0.19) + (0.51 - 0.19) + (0.51 - 0.19) = 0.48 
From Theorem 4, note that 
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Further, ]Q - PI = 0.06. Thus, 
s<Y(B) +]Q - 2’1, = 0.56 + 0.06 = 0.62. 
Thus for a bound on Y’(A) for all A E [P, Q] we will use 6 = 0.48. 
Applying Theorem 6, we have 
d([P, ~1) G mzF ]qi - piI1 = 0.06. 
Now, applying Corollary 1, we have the diameter of S, bounded, since 
Now let 
< 1 _‘, 48 (0.06) = 0.1153846. 
We again compute a bound on 3 By Theorem 3, 
6 = +[(0.52 - 0.18) + (0.52 - 0.18) + (0.52 - O.lS)] 
= 0.51. 
The calculation of 9 by Theorem 4 produces a larger bound; thus we 
omit it. Hence, we use p = 0.49, which bounds fi A) for all A E [P, Q]. 
Now, by Theorem 5, 
A( [ P, Q], [P’, Q’]) G 0.08. 
Thus, by Corollary 2, 
A( S,, Sk) Q 
< A(O.0”) 
< 0.1568627, 
and hence, the difference in the limiting sets is bounded. 
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CONCLUSION 
As pointed out in the introduction, there is an explicit expression for fi A) 
using the Z,-norm. Although there are no such expressions when one 
uses other norms, upper bounds for these norms are a possibility. In 
computational work, upper bounds are sufficient. 
Tan, in [7], gives a useful upper bound forfl A) using the Z,-norm; in [S] 
he shows such a bound using the &-norm. Following the program shown 
under Calculations for the Z,-norm, these bounds can be used to obtain upper 
bounds on .S? Using these, in conjunction with corresponding bounds on 
&[I’, Ql) and NP, Ql, [f”, Q’l), upp er b ounds can be found for the diame- 
ter and distances in Markov set chains. When such bounds are computed 
using several norms, the user can choose the best of these in his work. 
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